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   Mad Dog Condensing Unit Guards
Flat-packed, self-assembly guards for protecting outdoor units against accidental damage or vandalism.









  Availability: This product is no longer in stock 
 Availability date: 


 Quantity   
    


 The minimum purchase order quantity for the product is 1

   buy now 



This product is not yet available to buy online, to place an order please call 01823 665 660.







	Description
	Reviews
	Downloads


Mad Dog Condensing Unit Guards
Flat-packed, self-assembly guards for protecting outdoor units against accidental damage or vandalism. As standard the guards are supplied with the top and three sides. If required a base and back can be supplied separately.
	Unique Sliding Panel System Withstands repeated removal of panels for maintenance without damage.
	All panels can be removed for maintenance by unscrewing a minimal amount of bolts.
	All bolts are Allen-headed for greater security.
	Quick & Easy access for maintenance.
	Quick and Easy to install.


STANDARD GUARDS - AVAILABLE FROM STOCK
	Part Code	Description	Ext. Height	Ext. Width	Ext. Depth	Int. Height	Int. Width	Int. Depth	Weight	Back Panel	Base Panel
	MDG-S	Small	750mm	1050mm	460mm	720mm	1020mm	450mm	18 kg	MDG-FPS	MDG-BPS
	MDG-M	Medium	1150mm	1150mm	650mm	1120mm	1120mm	640mm	30 kg	MDG-FPM	MDG-BPM
	MDG-L	Large	1450mm	1150mm	650mm	1420mm	1120mm	640mm	33 kg	MDG-FPL	MDG-BPL


750mm DEEP GUARDS - AVAILABLE TO ORDER
	Part Code	Description	Ext. Height	Ext. Width	Ext. Depth	Int. Height	Int. Width	Int. Depth	Weight	Back Panel	Base Panel
	MDG-750-S	750mm Small	950mm	1150mm	750mm	920mm	1120mm	740mm	25 kg	MDG-750-FPS	MDG-750-BP
	MDG-750-M	750mm Medium	1150mm	1150mm	750mm	1120mm	1120mm	740mm	32 kg	MDG-750-FPM	MDG-750-BP
	MDG-750-L	750mm Large	1450mm	1150mm	750mm	1420mm	1120mm	740mm	33 kg	MDG-750-FPL	MDG-750-BP
	MDG-750-INV	750mm Inverter	1150mm	1450mm	750mm	1120mm	1420mm	740mm	33 kg	MDG-750-FPINV	MDG-750-BPI


900mm DEEP GUARDS - AVAILABLE TO ORDER
	Part Code	Description	Ext. Height	Ext. Width	Ext. Depth	Int. Height	Int. Width	Int. Depth	Weight	Back Panel	Base Panel
	MDG-900L-INV	900mm Inverter	1150mm	1450mm	900mm	1120mm	1420mm	890mm	34 kg	MDG-900-FPINV	MDG-900-BP
	MDG-900L-SQ	900mm Square	1450mm	1450mm	900mm	1420mm	1370mm	890mm	51 kg	MDG-900-FPSQ	MDG-900-BP
	MDG-900-XXL	900mm XXLarge	1800mm	1450mm	900mm	1770mm	1370mm	890mm	60 kg	MDG-900-FPXXL	MDG-900-BP
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 Mad Dog condensing unit guard datasheet
 Download 
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 Mad Dog heat pump guard datasheet
 Download 












 You may also need
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  Mad Dog MD4.3 Condensate Tank Pump 
 A fully automatic sump pump with high-level alarm designed to remove condensate water from air conditioners,...

  View 
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  Mad Dog Wall Brackets 
 Manufactured with electro-galvanised steel plate and painted with epoxy resins in polyester for outdoor use....

  View 
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  Mad Dog VRV/VRF Condensing Unit Guards 
 Mad Dog easy-fit VRV/VRF guards offer a quick and safe solution against vandalism and accidental damage. This modular...

  View 
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  Mad Dog Wall Brackets (220KG) 
 High-quality wall brackets developed for the air conditioning industry, the MD504 is ideal for those applications...

  View 
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  Address
 
	 Heronhill Air Conditioning Ltd
	 Summerfield Way
 Chelston Business Park
 Wellington
 Somerset TA21 9JE
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	Name	Provider	What it does	Expiry	 Allow (Check all)
	 Customer Sign In	Prestashop	 This module creates a cookie that keeps a user logged into the site. This cookie is essential to being able to login to the website and if it is not enabled a user will not be able to access their account area, see any orders they have placed, update billing and delivery address information, see gift vouchers and more. This module creates a cookie that keeps a user logged into the site. This cookie is essential to being able to login to the website and if it is not enabled a user will not be able to access their account area, see any orders they have placed, update billing and delivery address information, see gift vouchers and more.	30 Days	   Allow
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